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This is Module 3 of a total of 4 Modules in the ASFPM/GeoCue LIDAR Webinar 
series.
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Quality Assurance (QA) is a role of the contractor.  It comprises the systems that are
in place to identify and correct problems prior to the data being delivered to the 
customer.  It should involve both internal Quality Checks (QC) and feed-in from 
external QC.  It is an integral part of a contractor’s continuous improvement 
process.

Quality Checks are the inspection of results to ensure the QA system works!  
Continuous QC is an absolute must.  The contractor must perform internal QC, of 
course, to ensure that his QA processes are working.  However, an independent QC 
function must be in place for all contracts.  Unless you have a skilled staff with the 
appropriate tools, you must budget for an external and independent QC contractor.  
That said, if you have a competent GIS staff, they can be easily trained to supervise 
and perform QC.  We have seen a number of very successful projects where the in-
house GIS team supervised QC of LIDAR data and the actual QC work was 
performed by student interns (GeoCue offers QC training for data recipients).

If you are not capable of performing in-house QC (due to lack of staffing, lack of 
skills, etc.) then you must contract for Independent Validation and Verification 
(IV&V).  This will require you to budget for and issue a separate RFP.  

You should allocate about 15% of the total acquisition budget for basic data 
management and QC.
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While it would seem obvious that a comprehensive QC program is needed for all 
LIDAR acquisiti0on projects,  it is surprising how many times we see this critical 
part of project neglected.  
The most common scenario is for a client to inspect derivative products but to store 
LIDAR data, uninspected.  This leads, of course, to serious problems at the future 
point when the data are loaded for derivative product generation or secondary 
exploitation.  
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This diagram illustrates the steps of LIDAR QC appropriate for an organization that 
is receiving data from a production company.  While the collection company has 
primary responsibility for performing all of the steps, it is critically important that 
the recipient of data perform the above steps on at least a statistically significant 
subsample of the data.
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It is essential to stay organized as data are delivered.  You will want to set up an 
incremental delivery scheme since this will allow you to identify problems early 
and provide your vendor an opportunity to correct issues early in the program.

We strongly recommend that you adopt a visual indexing system for organizing 
data.  This makes it very easy to monitor the status of tile delivery and any coverage 
issues.   

While your specification may call for a wide range of deliverables, the most useful 
for LIDAR QC are tiles that contain all data (all returns, all classifications, all 
overlap points).  This allows you to do all QC steps on a single data source.
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This phase of QC focuses on visual inspection of the data.
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A void is an area with no LIDAR coverage.  This can be normal (or at least 
expected) in the case of water bodies.  However, it is an error when the void occurs 
over a non-water, project area.  Voids of this type can be caused by a variety of 
factors.  The void in this example was caused by inadequate side-lap between 
adjacent flight lines.  Air turbulence caused the aircraft to roll more than expected, 
resulting in a area of no coverage.  

Other causes include a sensor failure, highly absorbent surfaces such as asphalt and 
a simple mission planning error.

Your data acquisition specification should include a requirement that sets the size of 
the largest acceptable void.  A void can only be corrected by a reflight.  
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The quality of the intensity return (radiometry) of the LIDAR data is an important 
characteristic of your data delivery.  The requirements specification should require a 
wide dynamic range to ensure that the data are useable over a variety of reflectance 
surfaces.  

This slide illustrates a collection area with compressed radiometry (few gray levels).  
This makes it very difficult to discern features.  
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This project exhibits what we would classify as average radiometry.  Note that 
features can be fairly easily discerned such as paint strips on highways and building 
outlines.

The shift to lighter on the left side of the image is due to denser data on the left.  
This denser data is caused by the overlap of two or more flight lines.  
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This image presents the best radiometry of our three samples.  Note the good range 
of gray level in this example.  Subtle details in roof structures are easily discernible.  

Radiometry is typically much better from LIDAR sensors with 16 bit radiometric 
dynamic range.  
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All modern airborne LIDAR systems have the capability of detecting multiple 
returns from a single outgoing pulse.  Multiple returns occur when the outgoing 
pulse encounters object s that partially reflect the pulse while allowing some of the 
pulse to penetrate to the next object in the scene.  A common example are trees, 
birds, wires, light posts and other objects that present a cross-section smaller than 
the diameter of the laser pulse.  

This multiple return capability of the LIDAR system is very important in 
‘classification’ algorithms.  For example, when detecting the bare earth surface, 
only ‘last return’ pulse need be considered.   This significantly improves the 
removal of vegetation.  
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This data sample (colored by return) exhibits very good multiple return 
characteristics in the data.  

Note in the profile view the characteristics of multiple returns:

Magenta are return 1 of 1 return (single returns)
Cyan are return 1 of 2 returns
Yellow are return 2 of 2 returns

Note that ground is always the last return (1 of 1, 2 of 2, 3 of 3 and so forth).  This 
fact is extensively used in classification algorithms (e.g. “when extracting ground, 
consider last returns only”).
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Here is an example of High Noise.  This can be caused by a variety of factors:
• Bird hits
• LIDAR range ambiguity (this can occur in Multiple Pulse in the Air systems)
• Cloud returns

High noise is usually left in the data set but toggled to class 18 (the ASPRS class 
reserved for High Noise).

If the data set has an unusually large number of high noise points, it is indicative of 
either poor data acquisition conditions (e.g. cloudy) or a sensor anomaly.  In either 
case, the situation needs to be discussed with the acquisition contractor.
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Low noise is usually caused by either a threshold error in the LIDAR unit or by a 
multipath error in the GPS signal.  

Again, these points will not be removed from the data but rather classified as low 
noise (ASPRS class 7).
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Network Accuracy (sometimes referred to as “absolute” accuracy) refers to how 
well the LIDAR data fit an external reference network.  

This external reference is usually control points that have been independently 
collected (for example, by GPS techniques).

Control points should always be collected by a licensed surveyor.  They should be 
collected by a contractor who is independent from the LIDAR processing 
contractor.
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NMAS = National Map Accuracy Standards
CI = Contour Interval
RMSE = Root Mean Squared Error
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NSSDA = National Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy

The green band indicates the most common specification of Contour Interval
accuracy.
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Local Accuracy (also called “Relative Accuracy”) refers to point to point accuracy 
within the LIDAR point cloud, irrespective of Network Accuracy.  

In specialized applications, Local Accuracy is important in measuring heights and 
distances.  In most floodplain mapping applications, the most important Local 
Accuracy consideration is strip to strip accuracy.  
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A visual inspection of sloped, flat surfaces with points colored by flight line will 
provide a visual indication of the overall adjustment of the data.  In the top view, the 
data are nearly perfectly adjusted.  In the lower view, there is significant 
misalignment of the data as indicated by the fact that the various passes (flight 
lines) over the same area of the roof structure (flights are indicated in different 
colors – red, green and blue) are not aligned.  
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It is very important to make a quantitative test of the overlap of seam lines in a 
LIDAR project.  

In this example, we have used the seam line analysis tool in LP360 to analyze the 
vertical deviations between overlaps in the project.  

Typically, your procurement specification will specify absolute maximum errors and 
per-line RSME(Z) values.
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These are general geometry errors that would come under the heading of Local 
errors (or geometric anomalies).  They can be analyzed quantitatively by comparing 
profile sections to expected geometry.
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The required density in the ground class should be explicitly measured in a number 
of locations.  It is a good idea to visually inspect the ground class for areas that look 
thin and perform measurements.  Rather than zooming in and measuring the 
distance between points, measure the density of an area and compute the Nominal 
Point Spacing using the reciprocal square root relationship.
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Classification errors can be grossly checked by visual inspection.  Errors in which 
objects such as vegetation and buildings have been misclassified as ground are 
particularly problematic as this type of error propagates into extracted DEMs and 
contours.

Poor ground classification will also cause many problems for subsequent extraction 
algorithms such as automatic building classification and “height above ground” 
vegetation classification.  
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A Confusion Matrix is used to tabulate the accuracy of classification.  Typically, 
classification accuracy is specified as errors of omission (should be in the class but 
is not) and commission (should not be in the class but is).

Usually the concern with ground class centers on two issues:
1) Having sufficient points in the ground class to meet the project density (or 

Nominal Point Spacing, NPS) requirements.  Thus you do not really care if a 
large number of points that should be in the ground class are left in the 
“unclassified” state so long as the project density for the ground class is 
uniformly maintained throughout the project.  Obviously if this ratio is high, the 
collection density will have to be significantly higher than the ground 
classification specified density.

2) Having a very low number of non-ground points in the ground class.  Building, 
vegetation and other non-ground points classified as ground will cause 
significant errors in the derived elevation models.  Additionally, these errors will 
cause major issues if you attempt to do value add data extraction such as 
building footprints.
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Breaklines and their importance were discussed in the previous two sessions.  
Basically, breaklines alter the LIDAR topography to ensure that constraint 
conditions are met such as flat water bodies and down stream flows.
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Breaklines such as flat water bodies are easily checked using a constrained contour 
display (where the Triangulated Irregular Network, TIN, is being constrained by the 
breaklines).

In the figure on the left, the contours are projecting into the water body.  This is a 
clear indication that the water body is not ‘flat.”

In the figure to the right, the contours follow the shore line and no contours are 
crossing or jutting into the water body.  This indicates a correct, flat model.
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Water body flattening simply says still water must all be at the same elevation.  As 
with all breakline applications, the exact placement of the land-water boundary can 
be quite ambiguous.  If it is critical that this be correct (or if the banks are very 
steep),  supplemental information from water gauges or field survey data must be 
introduced.
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Downstream constraints can also be visually inspected using contours.  This 
inspection requires experience with the result of downstream constraints on 
contours.  

A qualitative check can be made by inspecting the vertices of the stream thalweg.  
Note in the Z column the monotonically decreasing values.
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We think the most straightforward way of communicating issues to the contractor is 
via annotated shape files.  The contractor can import the files and see, spatially, 
exactly where the error is located.  The description of the error and any necessary 
associated parameters are included in the attributes.
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